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GLOBAL REGULARITY OF THE 
^-NEUMANN PROBLEM ON

PSEUDOCONVEX COMPLEX MANIFOLDS

Jinkee Lee and Hong Rae Cho

1. Introduction

Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n. Let Q 妲 X be an 
open submanifold with smooth boundary. The 9-Neumann problem is 
concerned with the existence and especially with the regularity of the 
solution u oi du = a, where u is orthogonal to the kernel of d and a is a 
3-closed (p, 5)-form with L2-coefficients and it is cohomologous to zero 
on Q. One of the main methods for proving regularity of the solution 
is the method of subelliptic estimates. The importance of subelliptic 
estimates Hes in the fact that it yields a positive answer to the question 
of local regularity: If the form a is smooth in a neighborhood 17 of a 
given boundary point is the solution u also smooth in C7 ? However, 
for many applications, such as the boundary regularity of biholomor- 
phic maps, it is sufficient to study the question of global regularity: 
If a is smooth on all of Q, is the solution u also smooth on all of Q 
? It is not yet known whether the special solution： namely the one 
that is orthogonal to the kernel of 讯 is smooth. However, Kohn and 
Nirenberg [5] found that the global regularity for the special solution 
does hold when a certain estimate, which we shall call a compactness 
estimate, still holds for the domain Q. A compactness estimate is said 
to hold for the 5-Neumann problem on Q if for every e > 0, there is a 
function. G E such that

明|2 + /GDom(5)nDom(r).

Here Q(/, /) refers to 나le form (3£ 5*/), and || ・ ||_i refers
to the Sobolev norm of order —1 for forms on Q.

And we shall require the following definition.
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DEFINITION. The boundary of Q satisfies property (P) at z € 
if for every positive number M there is a plurisubharmonic function 
A 6 with 0 < A < 1, such that

n
X3k(z)t]tk > M|t|2,

where 入j, fc = 1, • • - ,n, is defined by ddX(z) = £；&：=[人Rb(z)3〃\ 
cJk for an orthonormal basis u?1, - •• ,u;n of A^°. We say that the bound
ary of Q satisfies property (P) if it satisfies property (P) at each bound
ary point of Q・

Catlin [2] showed that a compactness estimate holds for the d- 
Neumann problem on a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain Q 
in Cn which satisfies property (P). In this paper, we shall show the 
following case of the complex manifold.

Theorem, Let Q be a smoothly bounded, pseudoconvex submani
fold which is relatively compact in a complex manifold X・ IfbQ satisfies 
property (P), then the compactness estimate holds for the d-Neumann 
problem on Q.

We define

W点=(a € Dom(9) n Dom(9*) ; 3a 戶 0 and 0*a = 0).

By the Kohn-Nirenberg theorem [5], we get the following corollary.

COROLLARY. Let m be a nonnegative integer and be a
Sobolev space of order m with the norm || • ||m. Under the hypothe
ses of Theorem^ if a is a d-closed (p5 q)-fdrm, which is C°° on Q and 
a 丄 W粕'then the canonical solution u of du a with u 丄 Ker(5) 
satisfies ||베宾 < Gn(||이|% + ||u||2). Since。。。@)= n^=offm(Q), it 
follows that if a E爲then u E
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2・ L2-estimate for d»

We shall use H6rmander5s method of weighted estimates for d. By 
the Gram-Schmidt process in a coordinate patch U)we can construct 
forms u;1,... ,u;n, which for all z are an orthonormal basis of A?°(U). 
Furthermore we can choose u;n = dp on 6Q, where p is a boundary
defining function satisfying \dp\ = 1 on bQ・ Let G be a 
real-valued function. Define

f e 
Jq

where (/, /) = j and AW(U、) is the space of smooth (p, q)~ 
forms with compact support in U and = (/,/)^. If

,杼 Z회

where the sum is over strictly increasing multi-indices of length p and 
g, respectively, then

(2.1) 劳=£：立黑卻/\、/\反丿+ ...,

where 吞으” • • • , 有으习 are a basis of T1,0 that is dual to u?1, • • ,a?n, and 
the dots indicate terms in which nois differentiated; they occur 
because d 3* and d，거 need not be 0. Let 7泞应)(U) be the space of 
(p, 5)-forms f on U such that

(2.2) f^j = 0 on bQ when n G J.

Let 3* be the L2-adjoint of d. For forms f € we have

(2.3) d*f = (-ir1 £ £ 쯯尧' A 濟 + ... ,

LKJ=1 3 
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where the dots again indicate terms where no derivatives? occur in 
If Af denotes the sum in (2.1), then we obtain

g W至階I］応如警'警）」
Let Bf denote the stun in (2.3). With the notation

8。" 으游 3 心

we obtain that

n
(2-5) Bf = (-l)P-1 £ £ A

7,K j=l

+ (T)l £支爲&K3】A毎K.
I,K j=l

Since Af and Bf differ from df and 5*/ by terms of order zero in /, 
it follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that 

交4脇*了|修 + 게労||% + 2

2
+이饥%,

甲

where C is a constant independent of tp. Since the support of f inter
sects the boundary bQ, there can be certain boundary integrals. Those 
that involve the coefficients f/tj for J with n E J must vanish because
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of (2.2) or because 은r撰 = !,••• ,n — 1, is tangent to bQ・ We obtain

dfisj
海

EE
<4||r< + 2|P< + 2£ £

LK J=1

+ C'\\f\^

where Cf is a constant independent of 夕.Now suppose that 0 < A < 1 
on Q. Let x(£)denote the function Set — %(A). Then

n n n 3 入

P*•효 = X。)人j 甘j标 + x"(시瓦方, 

仆=1 3,k=l 7 = 1

Since x”(£) > 2(/(t))% xf(t) > ^, it follows from (2.6) that
(2-7) n —

£ 匕/血尻I&wy 晌邢+외I百孺+(wi%.

3. Proof of Theorem

Proof of Theorem. By continuity of the second derivatives of A, there 
exists a neighborhood U (dependent on M) of zq such that

(3-1) £ M(z)很EZ A邛|2 ,zeU(iQ.z eU(iQ.

Since | < e* < 1, it follows from (2.7) that

弟［\f\2dV < 4||a*邢 + 2物2 + CW||2.
150 丿 UCQ
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Let := {z £ X : —6 V p(z) < 0}. Since &Q is compact, we can 
cover bil by a finite number of such neighborhoods U项such 
that S$ 妲 Up=117^=1 for some positive number 6 (dependent on M). 
Thus it follows that

(3-2) M f \f^dV < C(||T/||2 + ||初2 + 明|2)

Js6

where C is a constant independent of f. Choose 75 € Cq°(Q) so that 
0 < 75 < 1 and m(z) = 1 whenever p(z) < —8. For a constant a still to 
be determined, we have the inequality ||7^/||2 < 쩨的/||¥+妒' ||的了||?1・ 
By Garding^ inequality, there is a constant C\ depending only on 
나le diameter of the domain Q such that ||为孑||，<(入(Q(*h*f) + 

俨). Now 俨 can be estimated by

\M\\l <2^(||76(5*/)||2 + II的(方)|[2 + II沿||2)

+ 2(务(||"四邢+血,酊||2).

Since the sum of the commutator terms is bounded by 切 ||/||허 for some 
constant C》dependent on 毎 we obtain the inequality

(3-3) II的■抑2 < 2aGQ(/,/) + 2aG이|邢 + 厂】||沥||\.

Now choose a so that 2aC\ < 击 and so that 2aCjC^ V By combin
ing (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

M||/||2 <M [ \f\2dV + M\M\\2 

JSs
< C(Q(f,f) + H/ll2) + 2aCiMQ(f,f)

+ 2aC1C2M\\f\\2 + a-1M\M\\L1

EC + l)Q(£f) + (C + 新I 邢 + 马 II 的邢土 

z a

which gives

"제2 - L _ 2, + a(M - 2C) 所제%
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2(C + 1)
Now if we choose M so ———< e and set

M-2C

負)=(a(罪2C>) 2 F(z)，

then we obtain the compactness estimate ||/||2 < eQ(f, /) + ||Ce/||-i-
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